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ABSTRACT: The performance of four digital image correlation criteria widely used in strain mapping

applications has been critically examined using three sets of digital images with various whole-field

deformation characteristics. The deformed images in these image sets are digitally modified to

simulate the less-than-ideal image acquisition conditions in an actual experiment, such as variable

brightness, contrast, uneven local lighting and blurring. The relative robustness, computational cost

and reliability of each criterion are assessed for precision strain mapping applications. Recommen-

dations are given for selecting a proper image correlation criterion to efficiently extract reliable

deformation data from a given set of digital images.
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NOTATION

B The entire region of a sample

surface common in both refer-

ence and current images

C, CCC, CSSD The generic, cross-correlation,

and sum-squared difference

image correlation coefficients

C1, C2, C3, C4 Four specific sum-squared dif-

ference (SSD) image correlation

coefficients

E or E11, E22, E12 The 2-D Lagrangian strain ten-

sor and its three components

F The deformation gradient tensor

G(X, t0) The brightness or greyscale value

of each pixel of the reference

image

g(x, t) The brightness or greyscale value

of eachpixel of the current image

N The total number of valid pixels

in an image subset S

P or P1, P2,…,P6, P7 A set of parameters that define a

possible local deformation

mapping function for an image

subset S (usually centred at X0)

P* or P�
1, P

�
2,…,P�

6, P
�
7 The parameters that define the

optimised local deformation

mapping function of an image

subset S

S and s An image subset of the reference

and current images respectively

t0 The time when the reference

image G(X, t0) is taken

t ¼ t0 + Dt The time when the current

image g(x, t) is taken after a time

increment Dt

u ¼ [u1, u2] The 2-D displacement vector

(and its horizontal and vertical

displacement components)

up(X; P) The local displacement field of

an image subset given by a set of

deformation mapping parame-

ters P

wð~G; ~gÞ The pixel-level weight function

defined in terms of both refer-

ence and current images

X ¼ [X1, X2] 2-D Cartesian coordinates of a

material point on the reference

image G(X, t0)

X0 The centre or anchoring point

of an image subset S

x ¼ [x1, x2] 2-D Cartesian coordinates of a

material point on the current

image g(x, t).

Introduction

Various correlation criteria have been used in the

literature for strain mapping measurements based on

digital images [1–17]. Assessment of each criterion is

often made individually based on the digital images

acquired from nearly ideal test conditions and free

from major image degradation. In an actual experi-

mental environment, digital images are sometimes

acquired with significant exposure and/or lighting

variations over the loading history. Overexposure or

underexposure, unstable or non-uniform lighting,
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uneven contrast, and blurring due to sample surface

deformation and motion are among the most com-

monly encountered situations. There is a need to

formulate a robust image correlation criterion and

related image processing strategy for these images so

the resulting strain mapping errors can be minimised

or even eliminated.

This paper presents a study on the robustness,

computational cost, and reliability of commonly

used image correlation criteria by comparing their

strain mapping results of three sets of numerically

modified digital images with various degrees of

average brightness, contrast and sharpness. In the

following, a brief summary of the image correlation

criteria evaluated in this study is first given. The

procedure for selecting and generating the test image

sets used in the study is then described. The strain

mapping results obtained from correlation analyses

of the test image sets using the various correlation

criteria are presented. Finally, these results are dis-

cussed in terms of the strain mapping errors and the

relative performance versus cost of these image cor-

relation criteria.

Criteria for Digital Image Correlation-
Based Strain Mapping

For strain mapping and pattern recognition applica-

tions based on digital image correlation, several cri-

teria for matching image pairs have been reported in

the literature [1–21]. They will be summarised in the

following using the notations adapted by Tong and Li

[11] and Li [12]. Consider an object with a flat surface

B that lies on X1–X2 plane in the initial or undeformed

configuration defined by the two-dimensional Car-

tesian coordinates (X1, X2) at a certain starting time

t0. The object is assumed to undergo only planar

rigid-body motion and deformation so the surface B

remains flat and stays on X1–X2 plane. Let a material

point X ¼ [X1, X2] on the flat surface of the object

displace to the location x ¼ [x1, x2] at the time t ¼
t0 + Dt. The deformation equations in the Lagrangian

formulation are defined as:

x ¼ xðX; tÞ ¼ Xþ uðX; tÞ; t � t0; (1)

where u ¼ [u1, u2] is the displacement vector in the

X1–X2 plane. The deformation gradient tensor F of an

infinitesimal material vector at X is given as:

F ¼ @x

@X
¼ Iþ @u

@X
; X 2 B and t � t0: (2)

The deformation gradient tensor F is used exten-

sively in formulations of elasticity and plasticity

deformation theories of materials. For example,

the Lagrangian strain tensor E is computed via E ¼
(FTF ) I)/2.

During an experiment, the object surface B at the

times t0 and t are recorded respectively as reference

and current images. In principle, the one-to-one

correspondence between the physical and image

coordinates of the object has to be established via a

camera/lens calibration procedure. For simplicity, it

is assumed that such a correspondence is identity so

the spatial coordinates of the object in terms of pixels

of digital images will be used in the remainder of the

paper. Let G(X, t0) and g(x, t) represent the brightness

distribution functions of these two images in the

initial (reference) and deformed (current) configura-

tions respectively. The principle of image correlation

for deformation measurement is to find a local

displacement mapping u that can match the two

intensity distribution functions over a small but

finite area S in the initial configuration (S is called a

subset of B here) or over the corresponding area s

in the current configuration. The displacement

mapping u over S is often parameterised by a

vector P:

uðX; tÞ ¼ upðX; PÞ; P ¼ PðX0; tÞ ¼ ½P1; P2; P3; . . .�;
(3)

where X0 is a reference material point usually centred

within the subset S. The quality of matching between

the two images over the subset region for an assumed

parameter set P can be measured by a correlation

coefficient:

CðX; t; PÞ ¼ CfGðX; t0Þ; gðXþ up; tÞg; X 2 S; (4)

where both the specific correlation criterion and the

assumed displacement vector field up(X; P) are def-

ined over the subset S. Both cross-correlation (CC)

criteria and sum-squared difference (SSD) correlation

criteria have been proposed in the numerical and

image analysis literature [18–21]. Consequently, the

problem of deformation mapping by image correla-

tion at an arbitrary point X0 located within the subset

S can be stated as to find a set of local mapping

parameters P* ¼ [P1*, P2*, P3*,…] that maximises

a CC coefficient or minimises an SSD correlation

coefficient:

CðP�Þ ¼ max
P2PD

CCCðPÞf g

or

CðP�Þ ¼ min
P2PD

CSSDðPÞf g; (5)
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where PD contains all rational parameter sets of an

assumed 2-D in-plane mapping function [e.g.

def(F) > 0 is usually required]. To limit the scope of

this study, only a homogenous deformation or affine

mapping function will be considered, i.e. P ¼ [P1, P2,

P3, P4, P5, P6], with P1 and P2 as the two displacement

components and P2–P6 as the four displacement

gradient components. As CC coefficients are actually

related to the SSD correlation coefficients [18–24],

only the latter ones will be evaluated in this study. A

generic SSD correlation coefficient can be defined as:

CSSD ¼
Z

S

w ~G; ~g
� �

~gðx; tÞ � ~GðX; t0Þ
h i2

dS; (6)

where ~GðX; t0Þ and ~gðx; tÞ are certain normalised

forms of brightness distribution functions of the

image pair G(X, t0) and g(x, t) respectively, and

wð~G; ~gÞ is a pixel-level weight function. Four com-

monly used SSD criteria are summarised in the fol-

lowing [assuming wð~G; ~gÞ ¼ 1 and the total number

of pixels within the subset is N]:

C1 ¼
XN
i¼1

gi � Gið Þ2
�G2

¼ 1þ
�g2

�G2
� 2

PN
i¼1 giGi

�G2
; (7a)

C2 ¼
XN
i¼1

gi þ P7 � Gið Þ2
�G2

¼ 1þ
�g þ P7ð Þ2

�G2

� 2
PN

i¼1 gi þ P7ð ÞGi

�G2
; (7b)

C3 ¼
XN
i¼1

gi

�g
� Gi

�G

� �2

¼ 2 1�
PN

i¼1 giGi

�g �G

 !
; (7c)

C4 ¼
XN
i¼1

gi � g0
Dg

� Gi � G0

DG

� �2

¼ 2 1�
PN

i¼1 gi � g0ð Þ Gi � G0ð Þ
DgDG

" #
; (7d)

where P7 is an extra parameter accounting for vari-

ation of the local average brightness of the subset

between the two images [8], and

�g ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

g2
i

vuut ; g0 ¼
XN
i¼1

gi

N
; Dg ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

gi � g0ð Þ2
vuut ; (8a)

�G ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

G2
i

vuut ; G0 ¼
XN
i¼1

Gi

N
; DG ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

Gi � G0ð Þ2
vuut :

(8b)

As shown above, the CC coefficients are indeed

related to the SSD coefficients (with additional

assumptions of �g ¼ �G and �g þ P7 ¼ �G for C1 and C2

respectively). In this study, the minimisation prob-

lem of the SSD correlation coefficients with respect to

either 6 or 7 local mapping parameters P was solved

by the nonlinear Newton–Raphson method for least-

squares regression [18]. Bicubic spline interpolation

of the current image was used to compute the first-

order spatial derivatives of the image brightness and

subsequently to obtain the Jacobian (gradient) and

approximate Hessian matrices for each correlation

coefficient [8, 12]. The convergence conditions in the

Newton–Raphson iterative routine were set to ensure

that variations in displacements P1 and P2 were equal

to or less than 10)4 pixel and variations in displace-

ment gradients P2–P6 were equal to or less than

0.5 · 10)6 (i.e. 0.5 lstrains). A subset of 41 · 41

pixels and grids with 10 · 10 pixels were used in all

analyses reported in the following.

The Test Image Sets

Three sets of test images (640 · 480 pixels, 8-bit

greyscale) were used to evaluate the performance of

various SSD correlation criteria. To simulate the dif-

ferent lighting conditions, the original images are

modified using a commercial digital image-processing

program (Paint Shop Pro, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The

first set of test images consists of a still digital image of

an aluminium plate (about 25 mm wide) as shown

in Figure 1A and its eight variations due to changes in

lightning conditions, including 20% increase in

brightness, 30% decrease in contrast, equalised histo-

gram, blurring (Gaussian filtering), etc. The still digi-

tal images are used to assess the level of possible

minimum errors introduced by the variable lighting

conditions for small-strainmapping applications. The

image pairs in the second set of test images are

selected from a uniaxial tensile test of a compact dog

bone-shaped steel sheet sample (Figure 1B). The

width of the tensile sample is about 4.6 mm. The

image of the deformed steel sheet sample is modified

digitally to account for seven different lighting con-

ditions. The second set of test images is used to

evaluate the effects of variable lighting conditions on

the local strains in a moderately and nominally ho-

mogenously deformed field. Finally, a pair of digital

images from a tensile test of a tapered titanium sheet

sample [14] is used as the basis for the third set of test

images. The original width of the sample is about

4 mm and the image resolution is 9.7 microns per

pixel (Figure 1C). The image of the deformed
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titanium sample is againmodified digitally to account

for seven different lighting conditions. The third set

of images is used to evaluate the effects of variable

lighting conditions on the overall strain distributions

in a non-homogenous deformation field. The strain

level is also much higher than that in the second

image set. For a complete list of the digitally modified

test images, see tables given in Appendix A.

Evaluation Results

The still image set

The eight image pairs (TST0 versus TST1-8) were

evaluated according to the four SSD correlation cri-

teria discussed above. Image correlation analysis

results of the still image set are given in Tables 1–3 in

terms of robustness, speed and reliability respect-

ively. Table 1 shows the pass/fail results of digital

image correlation calculations (here ‘fail’ means that

the maximum iteration step of 80 was reached

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Figure 1: The reference images used in the current evaluation:

(A) a stationary aluminum plate; (B) a steel sheet sample under

uniaxial tension; (C) a tapered titanium sheet sample under

uniaxial tension. The sample surfaces were decorated with spray

black paint speckles to enhance the image contrast for image

correlation processing

Table 1: Summary of the robustness and speed (unit: minutes)

for the first image set

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

+20% intensity (I) 1.5 1.1 3.2 2.6

)30% contrast (C) 2.5 2.4 3.5 2.8

)30% C and blurred Fail* Fail* Fail* 6.1

Equalised histogram 2.5 2.3 2.0 4.1

Equalised and blurred 1.8 1.7 2.0 5.2

+20% I and )30% C 3.3 2.4 Fail* 2.9

+20% I, )30% C and blurred Fail* Fail* Fail* 5.3

+20% I, )30% C and both 1.9 1.8 Fail* 4.9

*Convergence conditions could not be reached at the end of 80 iteration steps.

Table 2: Global overall strains measured for the first image set

(the unit for maximum global strain is micro-strains, i.e. 10)6)

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

+20% intensity (I) 81 <1 6.5 <1

)30% contrast (C) 17 7.1 7.3 1.1

)30% C and blurred – – – 3–6

Equalised histogram 90 15 5 1.9

Equalised and blurred 104 13 4.5 3.6

+20% I and )30% C 87 8.7 – <1

+20% I, )30% C and blurred – – – 3–6

+20% I, )30% C and both 93 29 – 10–16

Table 3: Local strain mapping results for the first image set

(the unit for the average and standard deviation in strains is

micro-strains, i.e. 10)6)

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

+20% intensity (I) 488 ± 2140 <1 ± 3 22 ± 172 <1 ± 3

)30% contrast (C) 70 ± 403 11 ± 144 22 ± 181 <1 ± 8

)30% C and blurred – – – 32 ± 147

Equalised histogram 375 ± 1485 49 ± 329 34 ± 161 3 ± 40

Equalised and blurred 582 ± 1801 85 ± 402 27 ± 166 23 ± 158

+20% I and )30% C 405 ± 1875 13 ± 142 – <1 ± 9

+20% I, )30% C

and blurred

– – – 37 ± 149

+20% I, )30% C

and both

667 ± 2386 157 ± 812 – 96 ± 743
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without meeting the convergence conditions in the

nonlinear Newton–Raphson solution procedure des-

cribed above). The correlation criterion C4 was most

robust as no failure to converge was encountered

while the criteria C1 and C2 were the second best

(failed to process only two cases when both the image

contrast was reduced and the image blurring was

introduced). The correlation criterion C3 was the

least robust for this set of images (half of the eight

image pairs failed to meet the convergence condi-

tions). The total computational times that took to

complete the successful image correlation calcula-

tions on a Pentium desktop computer are listed in

Table 1 as well. The criteria C1 and C2 were among

the fastest ones while the correlation criterion C4 was

the most computationally intensive (about half or

less the speed of the fast ones on average).

The reliability and accuracy of the strain mapping

results by digital image correlation were assessed in

terms of both the global overall strain levels and the

local strain variations (the average and the standard

deviation of local strains). Tables 2 and 3 list the

maximum values among the three in-plane strain

components E11, E22 and E12. Clearly, the criterion C4

gave the most reliable and accurate results (i.e. closest

to zero strains) for all cases compared. Uniform

changes in intensity and/or contrast as well as

equalisation in histogram induced little errors in

both global and local strains using this criterion.

Blurring of images induced about 30 lstrains and

150 lstrains in the average and standard deviation

values of local strain levels. Little global strains (3–6

l strains at most) were detected. However, significant

errors in local strains existed for the images with non-

uniform lighting changes (the last case in which

three different regions in the image were modified

separately (see Appendix A for details). As expected,

the criterion C2 was as accurate as the criterion C4 in

dealing with uniform shift in the image brightness.

They were far less accurate in processing images

undergoing a contrast shift or image blurring. Sur-

prisingly, it also gave poor results for images with the

histograms equalised. However, the criterion C3 gave

better results than the criterion C2 for the histogram-

equalised images (they are less robust though). For all

the cases that could be processed successfully using

the criterion C1, the results were the worst in terms of

both global and local strains.

The homogenous deformation image set

The robustness and speed performance of the four

correlation criteria are summarised in Table 4 for the

second test image set. Both criteria C2 and C4 were

equally robust in successfully processing all of eight

pairs of images while the criterion C2 was about three

times faster than the criterion C4. Using the origi-

nal image pair, the three in-plane global strain

components (E11, E22 and E12) over the entire

region of the strain maps have been computed

as 0.04224 ± 0.000628, )0.02235 ± 0.000339 and

0.000431 ± 0.000331 respectively. For all the cases

that could be processed successfully, little difference

was detected in the global overall strains. In many

strain-mapping applications, details in the local strain

distributions are of interest [5, 7, 12, 16]. The results

obtained from using the original image pair based on

the criterion C4 may be used as the reference strain

maps while all other results are treated as test strain

maps. The differences between the test strain map-

ping results and the reference ones can then be

computed. The standard deviations of the local point-

to-point difference in three in-plane strain compo-

nents can then be used as ameasure of strainmapping

errors (Table 5). The numbers in the brackets in

Table 5 are the point-to-point CC coefficients [18]

between the reference and test strain maps.

As expected, the criterionC4 gave the best results for

each case in terms of reliability. A simple shift in the

image brightness or contrast induced little error using

the criterion C4. A softened image would have a local

strainerror of <100 lstrains.Gammacorrections could

cause the errors up to about 100–200 lstrains or so.

Equalised histogramandblurringwould add the errors

up to about 250–500 lstrains and gave the smallest CC

coefficient (much less than 0.9). The strain mapping

results using theoriginal pair of images andother three

criteria show little errors (indicating the high quality

of the original images; see case no.1 in Table 5). Again,

the criterionC2was very effective in processing images

with the simple shift in image brightness and some-

what effective with images subjected to gamma cor-

rections. It was ineffective with images undergoing

contrast changes, softening/blurring, and histogram

equalisation. The criterion C1 was least reliable as the

Table 4: Summary of the robustness and speed (unit: minutes)

for the second image set

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

The original deformed image 3.1 3.1 3.4 11.5

+20% brightness Fail* 3.1 6.5 11.5

)30% contrast and softened 7.0 6.7 8.6 10.8

Equalised histogram Fail* 9.3 7.8 14.4

Equalised and blurred Fail* 7.7 6.4 14.1

+20% I and )30% C (softened) Fail* 6.7 Fail* 10.8

Gamma correction (0.65) Fail* 3.4 5.6 13.0

Gamma correction (1.50) Fail* 3.4 6.3 12.0

*Convergence conditions could not be reached at the end of 80 iteration steps.
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CC coefficients between the test and reference strain

maps for cases other thanno.1were all far less than0.9.

The non-homogenous deformation image set

The original image pair in this image set was selected

from the load steps nos. 22 and 38 of a consecutive

image set that was analysed in an experimental study

on diffuse necking in sheet metals [14]. As shown in

Figure 2, axial strain distributions along the centre-

line of the tapered tensile sheet sample have been

found to be highly non-homogenous with increasing

load steps. The robustness and speed performance

of the four correlation criteria are summarised in

Table 6 for the third test image set. The three in-

plane global true strain components (E11, E22 and E12)

over the entire region of the strain maps have been

computed using the original image pair and the cri-

terion C4 to be 0.2438 ± 0.06049, )0.1197 ± 0.03212

and 0.001950 ± 0.007358 respectively. Large stand-

ard deviations in strains are related to the highly

non-homogenous deformation field itself (Figure 3).

The correlation criterion C4 was the most robust in

successfully processing all eight pairs of images while

the criterion C2 was the second best (failed to process

200 300 400 500

X1 (pixels)

–1 0 1 2
Horizontal distance (mm)

0

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.8

E
r1

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

34

32

30

25

20

15

10

28

Figure 2: Axial strain distribution profiles at selected load

steps for the tapered titanium sheet sample under uniaxial

tension [14]. The numbers overlaid the curves are load steps

when a digital image was taken during the test. The image pairs

used here (TIP0 and TIP1) correspond to the one at load steps

nos. 22 and 38 respectively

Table 5: Standard deviations of local

strain differences dE11, dE22, dE12

between test and reference strain maps

for the second image set (the unit for

local strain differences is micro-strains,

i.e. 10)6 and the number in a bracket is

the cross-correlation coefficients between

the strain maps)

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

Original deformed image 23 (0.93) 32 (1.00) 13 (1.00) Reference maps

19 (0.88) 35 (0.99) 35 (0.99)

10 (0.95) 11 (1.00) 7 (1.00)

+20% brightness – 32 (1.00) 1054 (0.67) <1 (1.000)

35 (0.99) 1187 (0.54) <1 (1.000)

11 (1.00) 368 (0.59) <1 (1.000)

)30% contrast and

softened

1628 (0.57) 989 (0.64) 1184 (0.64) 85 (0.99)

1687 (0.44) 1191 (0.56) 1357 (0.53) 85 (0.97)

689 (0.42) 344 (0.59) 409 (0.55) 42 (0.99)

Equalised histogram – 3846 (0.01) 3616 ()0.13) 266 (0.93)

3934 ()0.28) 3138 ()0.14) 256 (0.73)

1188 (0.36) 1492 (0.16) 140 (0.90)

Equalised and blurred – 4833 (0.02) 4165 ()0.13) 513 (0.80)

4663 ()0.32) 3752 ()0.16) 429 (0.50)

1448 (0.34) 1745 (0.16) 236 (0.81)

+20% I and )30% C

(then softened)

– 982 (0.65) – 91 (0.99)

1186 (0.56) 85 (0.97)

339 (0.60) 47 (0.99)

Gamma correction (0.65) – 251 (0.92) 1628 (0.03) 214 (0.94)

244 (0.88) 1633 ()0.05) 149 (0.94)

143 (0.91) 648 (0.49) 116 (0.94)

Gamma correction (1.50) – 378 (0.90) 1209 (0.65) 139 (0.98)

333 (0.80) 1256 (0.52) 102 (0.95)

129 (0.92) 429 (0.54) 75 (0.97)

Table 6: Summary of the robustness and speed (unit: minutes)

for the third image set

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

The original deformed image 10.1 10.2 11.2 27.5

+20% brightness Fail* 9.8 9.8 32.6

+20% brightness and blurred 12.9 12.2 Fail* 22.3

Equalised histogram Fail* 10.9 16.1 35.7

Equalised and blurred Fail* Fail* Fail* 29.9

)30% contrast 9.2 9.3 9.5 27.7

)30% contrast and blurred Fail* Fail* Fail* 20.7

+20% I and )30% C 10.9 10.6 Fail* 32.6

*Convergence conditions could not be reached at the end of 80 iteration steps.
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only two of the total eight cases). The criterion C1

was the worst as it could only process four cases of

them. Again, the criterion C2 was about three times

faster than the criterion C4. For all the cases that

could be processed successfully, little difference in

the global strains were detected as well.

Similarly, the results obtained from the criterion C4

and the original image pair may be used as the refer-

ence strainmaps while all other results are regarded as

test strain maps. The standard deviations of the local

point-to-point difference between the test strain

mapping results and the reference ones are shown

in Table 7 for all three in-plane strain components.

The numbers in the brackets in Table 7 are the CC

coefficients between the reference and test strain

maps. Another way of assessing the reliability of the

strainmapping results is touse thenormalised errors in

local strains. The normalised local strain errors are

computed by dividing the local strain difference

(between the reference and the test maps) by the local

strains of the reference maps. As an example shown in

Figure 4 for the case no. 5 using the criterion C4, the

normalised error in the transverse strain component is

at most a few per cent and is about only 0.1% at the

centre of the tapered tensile sample. The criterion C2

gave the local strainmapping reliability similar to that

of the criterion C4, except the case no. 6. The criterion

C1 had the worst reliability for this set of test images,

especially for cases nos. 3 and 8.

Discussions

Maintaining steady and uniform lighting and expo-

sure conditions during image acquisition in a

mechanical test is critical in achieving the best strain
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Figure 3: The axial true strain distribution of the tapered

titanium sample between the original image pair of TIP0 and

TIP1 (criterion C4)

Table 7: Standard deviations of local

strain differences dE11, dE22, dE12

between test and reference strain maps

for the third image set (the unit for local

strain differences is micro-strains, i.e.

10)6 and the number in a bracket is the

cross-correlation coefficients between the

strain maps)

‘Lighting’ conditions C1 C2 C3 C4

The original deformed image 972 (1.00) 272 (1.00) 500 (1.00) Reference maps

539 (1.00) 139 (1.00) 285 (1.00)

403 (1.00) 70 (1.00) 232 (1.00)

+20% brightness – 2109 (1.00) 3882 (1.00) 2280 (1.00)

1062 (1.00) 1852 (1.00) 1158 (1.00)

790 (0.99) 1575 (0.98) 751 (1.00)

+20% brightness and blurred 16880 (0.96) 2310 (1.00) – 2530 (1.00)

8940 (0.96) 1392 (1.00) 1481 (1.00)

6249 (0.80) 959 (0.99) 867 (0.99)

Equalised histogram – 3795 (1.00) 6192 (1.00) 3684 (1.00)

1906 (1.00) 3087 (1.00) 1821 (1.00)

1309 (0.98) 2382 (0.95) 1077 (0.99)

Equalised and blurred – – – 4396 (1.00)

2322 (1.00)

1321 (0.98)

)30% contrast 1523 (1.00) 1517 (1.00) 1312 (1.00) 12 (1.00)

986 (1.00) 838 (1.00) 771 (1.00) 8 (1.00)

599 (1.00) 440 (1.00) 647 (1.00) 8 (1.00)

)30% contrast and blurred – – – 314 (1.00)

557 (1.00)

215 (1.00)

+20% I and )30% C 10664 (0.98) 1993 (1.00) – 2231 (1.00)

5220 (0.99) 1192 (1.00) 1135 (1.00)

3930 (0.90) 985 (0.99) 737 (1.00)
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mapping results by digital image correlation. When

such conditions cannot be fully realised in an actual

experiment due to either the limitation of the ima-

ging hardware (especially the scanning electron and

atomic force microscopes) or the surface degradation

of deforming objects, the effect of variable lightings

and exposures on the performance of digital image

correlation-based strain mapping should be assessed

and the most robust and reliable image processing

strategy may be developed to minimise the meas-

urement errors.

In all the successfully processed cases for the three

sets of test images investigated here, the global average

strain levels differ atmost by 50–100 lstrains. If such a

level of errors is acceptable for a given application,

then the variable lightning and exposure conditions

simulated in this study is of little concern. The selec-

tion of the correlation criteria can be based on either

the robustness (the criterion C4) or the computational

cost (the criterion C2). However, when one is con-

cerned with relatively small deformations of the order

of a fewhundredsmicro-strains (�0.01–0.1%) in either

the overall average levels (the first test image set) or

detailed local strain variations (the second test image

set), the most robust and reliable correlation criterion

C4 should always be used. Unless the image pair to be

processed is of highest quality, the strain mapping re-

sults obtained by other correlation criteria are always

less reliable. Measurements of deformation fields with

large overall strains and high strain gradients tend to

be far less sensitive to the kinds of degradation of

images considered here, although only the criterion

C4 is successful in processing all cases. The local

measurements of the strain component E12 (about

2700 lstrains) in the third test image set become

nevertheless unreliable.

Surprisingly, both criteria C1 and C3 have been used

widely in a significant number of strain mapping

applications [1–4, 6, 13, 16, 17]. While they may be

adequate for pattern matching [20, 21] in general and

whole-field strain mapping using images of very high

quality, the results in this study have shown that both

criteria are far less robust and reliable than either cri-

terion C2 or C4. The correlation criterion C2 was ori-

ginally introduced in the context of processing 3-D

surface profiling data acquired by scanning probe

microscopy [8] and it has been used for many in-plane

strain mapping applications [5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15].

The extra parameter P7 effectively acts as a correction

term on the average brightness of the image pair.

While it is not as robust and reliable as the correlation

C4, its reduced computational cost makes it attractive

for many practical applications. This study shows that

the normalised correlation criterion C4 is most robust

and reliable for processing images with variable light-

ning or exposure problems considered here. Its only

drawback is the threefold increase in the computa-

tional cost when compared with the criterion C2.

Conclusions

Based on the numerical evaluations of three sets of

test images presented here, the performance of the

four correlation criteria considered in this study can

be summarised as following:

• Robustness ranking: C4, C2, C3 and C1;

• Reliability ranking: C4, C2, C3 and C1;

• Speed ranking: C1, C2, C3 and C4.

To achieve the most reliable results in strain mapping

applications, the most robust correlation criterion C4

should always be used. If only the average deforma-

tion levels of a deformed image are required or when

images of good stability and minimal degradation

can be assured, the fast correlation criterion C2 may

be used to reduce the computational cost. Other two

correlation criteria evaluated here are not recom-

mended at all for whole-field strain mapping meas-

urements except for very high quality images.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF TEST IMAGE SETS

Table A1: The still image set

Image file Comments

TST0.RAW The reference image (of an aluminium plate)

TST1.RAW Brightness increased 20% from TST0

TST2.RAW Contrast reduced 30% from TST0

TST3.RAW Blurred TST2

TST4.RAW Histogram-equalised TST0

TST5.RAW Blurred TST4

TST6.RAW Brightness: +20% and contrast: )30% (TST0)

TST7.RAW Blurred TST6

TST8.RAW Strip 1: brightness: +20% and contrast: )30%

Strip 2: only brightness increased 20%

Strip 3: only contrast reduced 30% (TST0)

All digital image modifications mentioned above (and below) are carried out using

the functions in the program Paint Shop Pro.

Table A2: The homogenous deformation image set

Image file Comments

STL0.RAW The reference image (of a steel sample)

STL1.RAW The deformed image (of the steel sample)

STL2.RAW Brightness increased 20% from STL1

STL3.RAW Contrast reduced 30% from STL1 (softened)

STL4.RAW Histogram equalised (STL1)

STL5.RAW Blurred STL1

STL6.RAW Brightness: +20% and contrast: )30% from the

image STL1 and then softened once

STL7.RAW 0.65 gamma correction on STL1 (darker)

STL8.RAW 1.50 gamma correction on STL1 (brighter)

Table A3: The non-homogenous deformation image set

Image file Comments

TIP0.RAW The reference image (of a titanium sample)

TIP1.RAW The deformed image (of the titanium sample)

TIP2.RAW Brightness increased 20% from TIP1

TIP3.RAW Blurred TIP2

TIP4.RAW Histogram equalised (TIP1)

TIP5.RAW Blurred TIP4

TIP6.RAW Contrast reduced 30% from TIP1

TIP7.RAW Blurred TIP6

TIP8.RAW Brightness: +20% and contrast: )30% from the image TIP1
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